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Abstract The phase transition process of a photocataly-
tic system from NaBiO3$2H2O to BiO2–x has been
investigated to understand the important factors that affect
photocatalytic performance in a composite system. It is
found that a proper amount of BiO2–x on the surface of
NaBiO3$2H2O could effectively suppress the electron/hole
recombination and increase the exposed reactive sites for
photocatalytic reaction. A fully covered BiO2–x on
NaBiO3$2H2O results in a dramatical decrease of photo-
catalytic degradation of dye. An over long hydrothermal
process can result in BiO2–x with reduced oxygen
vacancies, which degrades the photocatalytic activity.
Furthermore, the photocatalytic reduction ability of CO2

conversion has been investigated, indicating that the
surface activity to different reactants also directly affects
the catalytic performance. The investigation of the gradient
phase transition process presents a clear guidance to
construct a desired photocatalytic system, in addition to
selecting gradient materials with suitable bandgap struc-
ture and a morphology with different fraction and
distribution of each component. The defect evolution of
each component during construction of a composite is also
an important factor that should be optimized and
considered in making a composite to achieve high
photocatalytic efficiency.

Keywords composite construction, distribution, BiO2–x,
evolution of defects

1 Introduction

Due to the fast increase of the global energy consumption,
solutions to relieve the server environmental pollution and
energy has become an urgent need worldwide. Among
various possible approaches, the water splitting, adsorp-
tion, and decomposition or conversion of pollutants into
non-toxic or even useful fuels by using (photo)catalysts
has been considered as promising directions [1–11].
In addition to TiO2 or the single-phase photocatalytic

system, many photocatalytic composite systems have been
reported as potential strategies with efficient photocatalytic
abilities, such as g-C3N4, bi-based nanomaterials, and
various oxide semiconductors based composite system
[12–19]. A majority of photocatalytic systems have been
built by constructing two or more separated phased in a
physical or hydrothermal process to investigate effective
factors. However, most of the factors have been focused on
the fraction and distribution of each component and the
bandgap structures, but the property evolution of each
component during coupling process has been ignored
because usually no obvious change is presented in X-ray
diffraction (XRD) or Fourier transform infrared spectro-
meter (FT-IR). Hence, to clearly understand the effective
factors, constructing a heterojunction structure formed in
situ should be the main choice, and in situ phase transition
induced by calcination or doping have been used to
construct such kind of composites [20–23]. Hydrothermal
reaction has been explored to control the process of in situ
phase transition. The phase transition from NaBiO3$2H2O
to BiO2–x has been selected, due to the suitable band
structures between NaBiO3$2H2O and BiO2–x, and the
gradient transition from NaBiO3$2H2O to BiO2–x could be
regarded as an in situ (formation of a new gradient in the
composite from the initial phase) growth of BiO2–x at the
surface of NaBiO3$2H2O. The remaining [BiO2]

– parts in
NaBiO3 could be easily transformed to BiO2–x after
removal of Na+ ions during a hydrothermal reaction
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[24]. Furthermore, it is easy and convenient to investigate
the evolution of BiO2–x during the transition process.
The bandgap energy of BiO2–x is about 1.6 eV [25],

which extends the absorption range to visible and near-
infrared light (NIR). In addition, since the oxygen
defective BiO2–x possesses a 2D-like lattice structure, the
oxygen vacancies can have more and stronger interactions
with O2 to form reactive oxygen species (O – •

2 ), and the
oxygen defective content has been reported to have a
determinant effect on the photocatalytic activity of BiO2–x

[25,26]. Mostly, the BiO2–x phase is produced from the
conversion of NaBiO3$2H2O, and NaBiO3$2H2O itself is
also a visible light photocatalyst with a bandgap of
approximately 2.5 eV and suitable energy band positions
[27]. The overpotentials of both NaBiO3$2H2O and BiO2–x

than O2/( – 0.13 eV versus (normal hydrogen electrode)
NHE) makes such composite more efficient to generate
highly oxidizing superoxide (O – •

2 ), which can effectively
decompose dye pollutants [28]. Various BiO2–x based
heterojunctions, such as Bi2O2CO3/graphene/BiO2–x,
BiO2–x /Bi2O2.75, Bi2O4-Bi4O7-BiO2–x, core-shell-struc-
tured Bi2O4/BiO2–x, BiO2–x /NaBiO3 etc., have been
proposed as highly efficient photocatalysts [29–33].
However, the conclusions only focus on the enhanced
light absorption and charge separation efficiency with
suitable band structures.
Through the study of gradient transition from

NaBiO3$2H2O to BiO2–x by using a hydrothermal method
with variation of the reaction time and the characterizations
of the structural, optical, and photo-electrochemical
properties, the results reported here could provide
systematic information on the construction of photocata-
lytic composite systems. The factors affecting the photo-
catalytic performance have been determined by the orderly
changes in the degradation efficiency of methyl orange.
Finally, to investigate the photocatalytic reduction abilities,
the measurements of photocatalytic CO2 reduction in a
solid/gas system have been conducted.

2 Experimental section

2.1 Materials

All of the chemicals for the synthesis of the catalysts were
used without any further purification. Sodium bismuthate
(NaBiO3$2H2O, w(NaBiO3$2H2O)> 80%, w is mass
fraction), sodium hydroxide beads (NaOH, w(NaOH)>
97%, w is mass fraction) and methyl orange (MO) were
purchased from the DAEJUNG company.

2.2 Synthesis of NaBiO3$2H2O (NBH)/BiO2–x

The NBH/BiO2–x composite and BiO2–x were prepared by
a hydrothermal method. 1 g of NBH was put into 30 mL of
deionized (DI) water, then mixed with 20 mL of 1.6 mol/L

NaOH solution for 1 h. The mixture was transferred to an
80 mL Teflon vessel sealed in a stainless autoclave and
heated at 180°C for a certain time, and labeled as NB-x (x
is the reaction time: 0, 1.5, 3, 5, 6, 7.5, 9, 12, 16, 21 h).
After being cooled down in air to room temperature, the
products were washed using DI water and ethanol, then
dried in air at 60°C for 12 h. To investigate the effect of pH
value (alkaline, neutral, and acidic conditions) during the
synthesis process, deionized water or dilute nitric acid
solvent (addition of 3 mL concentrated HNO3) was also
used instead of NaOH. The XRD and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images of these samples were pre-
sented in Fig. S1 in Electronic Supplementary Material
(ESM).

2.3 Characterizations

The crystal structures of the samples were characterized by
a Rigaku MiniFlex 600 XRD using Ka (l = 0.15428 nm)
radiation. FT-IR was recorded using a Nicolet Avatar 370
FT-IR to investigate the chemical bonds. The morpholo-
gies and elements distribution were characterized by SEM
(Hitachi-S4800) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) equipped with energy dispersive spectrometer
(EDS) (JEOL, JEM-ARM200F). The X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) characterizations were measured by
using a monochromated Al Ka X-ray source (hv = 1486.6
eV) at 15 kV/150 W to investigate the evolution of ion
valence (Busan Center of Korea Basic Science Institute).
The UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectra (UV-vis DRS) were
performed on a U3010 UV-vis spectrometer to identify the
visible light absorption ability and NIR absorption. The
photoluminescence (PL) emission spectra were recorded
with an excitation wavelength of 320 nm. The surface
photovoltage (SPV) measurement was conducted on a
surface photovoltage spectroscopy (CEL-SPS 1000, Beij-
ing Perfect Light Technology Co., Ltd).

3 Results and discussion

The XRD patterns and FT-IR spectra are shown in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). In Fig. 1(a), the spectrum labeled
with a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, and j presents the sample NB-0,
NB-1.5, NB-3, NB-5, NB-6, NB-7.5, NB-9, NB-12, NB-
16, and NB-21, respectively. The purchased NBH is used
as NB-0. Obviously, NB-1.5–NB-9 exhibit two sets of
XRD peaks from NBH and BiO2–x, and the peak intensities
of BiO2–x are enhanced with the reaction time, suggesting
continuous conversion from Bi5+ to Bi3+. In NB-12, NB-
16, and NB-21, all the diffraction peaks are matched well
with the cubic phase of BiO2–x (JCPDS NO. 47-1057),
indicating that all NBH has been converted to BiO2–x after
12 h of reaction.
The FT-IR characterization demonstrated a consistent

phase transition with the XRD spectra. As displayed in
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Fig. 2, NB-0 (curve a) exhibits characteristic peaks at 418,
482, and 566 cm–1, which can be ascribed to the typical
stretching vibration of bonds in BiO6 octahedral units [34].
The broad peaks at 1620 and 3400 cm–1 can be assigned to
the stretching vibration mode of –OH. NB-12 (curve h)
only reveals two strong peaks at 519 and 584cm–1 [35],
which can be attributed to the Bi–O bonds in BiO3

pyramidal units. NB-1.5–NB-9 (curves b–g) exhibit two
sets of FT-IR peaks as a combination of NBH and BiO2–x,
with a gradual increased intensity from BiO2–x. Interest-
ingly, a quite obvious peak located at 1493 cm–1 only
appears in NB-12, which can be attributed to the abnormal
bond caused by the high density of oxygen vacancies in
BiO2–x [36,37]. However, this peak becomes quite weak

again in NB-16 and NB-21, implying that the oxygen
vacancies could be filled up with a longer reaction time.
The phase transition from NBH to BiO2–x can also be

clearly observed from the morphology change of the
products. NB-0 shows worm like aggregated particles
composed of irregular nanosheets (Fig. 2(a)), and BiO2–x

shows a wall-like nanostructure made up of hexagonal
nanoplates mostly perpendicular to each other (NB-12 to
NB-21) [38]. The worm-like morphology is maintained till
NB-6, indicating the dominant composition of NBH in the
composite. It is expected that BiO2–x is formed from the
NB-0 surface during the hydrothermal reaction. It can be
seen in the high-resolution image of NB-1.5 (Fig. 2(b)) that
there are some small and tiny plates of BiO2–x on the

Fig. 1 XRD patterns and FT-IR spectra of samples obtained at different times (a. NB-0 0 h, b. NB-1.5 1.5 h, c. NB-3 3 h, d. NB-5 5h,
e. NB-6 6 h, f. NB-7.5 7.5 h, g. NB-9 9 h, h. NB-12 12 h, i. NB-16 16 h, j. NB-21 21 h).

(a) XRD patterns of samples; (b) FT-IR spectra of samples.

Fig. 2 SEM images of reaction time dependent samples (longer scale bar: 2 μm; short scale bar: 100 μm).
(a) NB-0; (b) NB-1.5; (c) NB-3; (d) NB-5; (e) NB-6; (f) NO-7.5; (g) NB-9; (h) NB-12; (i) NB-16; (j) NB-21.
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surface, and more and larger BiO2–x nanoplates in NB-3. In
NB-6, abundant BiO2–x plates appear and cover most parts
of the NBH surface. FromNB-7.5 to NB-21, the worm-like
structure disappears, indicating that BiO2–x becomes the
dominant material in the composite.
The microstructures of NB-3, NB-6, and NB-12

measured by TEM are depicted in Fig. 3. In NB-3
(Fig. 3(a)), tiny and small hexagonal BiO2–x nanoplates are
formed on the surface of irregular shaped NBH nanopar-
ticles. In NB-6, it is not easy to observe NBH, which
should be mostly covered by larger BiO2–x plates (Fig. 3
(b)). The TEM of NB-12 shows larger hexagonal BiO2–x

nanoplates (nm) with sharp edges. The EDS-elemental
mapping images and the corresponding elements ratio are
collected in Fig. 4 and Table 1, respectively. A homo-
geneous distribution of Bi, O, and Na elements can be seen
in all three samples. Table 1 shows that the percentage of
Na element and the atomic ration (O/Bi) decreases with the
reaction time till NB-12, implying the continued phase
transition from NBH to BiO2–x. The very low percentage
of Na in NB-12, which could be attributed to the trace
residual on the surface after washing, can be ignored. It is
noted that the O/Bi atomic ratio in NB-16 is larger than the
NB-12, most probably due to the filling of oxygen atoms
into the oxygen vacancies caused by a longer reaction time,
that is to say, NB-12 has more oxygen vacancies.
XPS characterization was performed on NB-0, NB-3,

NB-6, and NB-12 to determine the specific bonding and
the chemical states of the elements on the surface of the
composition during the phase transition. The XPS wide
scan spectra in Fig. 5(a) clearly demonstrate the existence
of the Na, Bi, and O elements, and the percentage of each
element is listed in Table 1 and the details in Table S1 (in
ESM). The evolution tendency of the ratio between
different elements are consistent with the EDS results
listed in Table 1. Interestingly, the increasing atomic ratios
of O/Bi from NB-6 to NB-21 indicate an increase of the
oxygen concentration in BiO2–x, i.e., some of the oxygen
vacancies are filled, which may be mainly caused by the O2

generated during the phase transition process (equations in
ESM). In the EDS measurement, the relative atomic ratio
of O/Bi in BiO2–x is smaller than that obtained from XPS.
For the sample of NB-16, the two results from EDS and

XPS are similar, therefore, it is speculated that the filling of
oxygen vacancies is mainly a process from the surface of
the sample to the inside. As shown in the high-resolution
spectrum of C 1s in Fig. 5(b), only one clear peak appears
at 284.6 eV in each sample due to the carbon impurities,
and is taken as a standard reference for calibration [39].
High-resolution XPS curves of Bi 4f shown in Fig. 5(c)
show an obvious peak evolution with the reaction time.
Only two peaks at 158.45 and 163.80 eV can be observed
in NB-0, which belong to the peaks of Bi 4f7/2 and
Bi 4f5/2 of Bi5+. In NB-3, NB-6, and NB-12, the peaks of
Bi 4f can be de-convoluted well into four peaks at binding
energies of 158.05, 163.35 eV, 158.45, and 163.80 eV,
representing the Bi3+ and Bi5+ chemical states, respectively
[40]. Obviously, the splitting of Bi 4f peaks with respect to
the reaction time indicate an increased percentage of Bi3+

chemical state due to the appearance of BiO2–x. In the case
of O 1s state shown in Fig. 5(d), the peaks can be de-
convoluted into three peaks with binding energies of
529.24, 530.70, and 533.83 eV for the sample of NB-0,
which are attributed to the lattice O in crystal, oxygen
vacancy and absorbing water or crystal water [29].
Depending on the reaction time, the strongest peak at
around 529.24 eV shifts to a lower binding energy due to
the change in the O bonds environment induced by the
phase transformation from NBH to BiO2–x (the transfor-
mation of Bi5+-O to Bi3+-O). In addition, the intensity of
the peak at 533.83 eV decreased, due to the loss of crystal
water during the hydrothermal reaction, which is consistent
with the investigation of FT-IR. Obviously, the peak
intensity at 530.7 eV increases from NB-0 to NB-12,
indicating the continue formation of oxygen defective
BiO2–x. BiO2–x has an oxygen defective structure. Oxygen
defects can cause changes in the structural environment of
the surrounding lattice oxygen, mainly resulting in
increased electron density of the surrounding oxygen,
thereby the binding energy (529.10 eV) of part initial
oxygen shift to a higher binding energy (530.70 eV). In
general, this peak next to that of lattice oxygen is often
used to indicate the strength of oxygen defects [41,42].
Furthermore, the high-resolution XPS spectra of O 1s and
Bi 4f for the samples from NB-12 to NB-21 are shown in
Fig. 6. No obvious difference can be observed, however,

Fig. 3 TEM images of reaction time dependent samples.
(a) NB-3; (b) NB-6; (c) NB-12.
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the peaks of Bi 4f from NB-12 to NB-21 slightly shift to a
lower binding energy, indicating that tiny of Bi5 + changed
to Bi3+, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Besides, the intensity of the
peak induced by oxygen vacancy decreases slightly,
indicating that the content of defect is decreasing, as
shown in Fig. 6(b). The investigations from XPS are
consistent with the characterizations in the XRD and EDS

measurements. The above characterizations reveal a clear
view of structure and morphology change during the in situ
phase transition from NBH to BiO2–x, which is expected to
affect the photocatalytic properties.
UV-vis DRS were taken from the samples to evaluate

their optical properties, as presented in Fig. 7(a). The
visible light absorption between 400 and 800 nm clearly

Fig. 4 Elemental distribution maps for Bi, O, and Na of (a) NB-3, (b) NB-6, and (c) NB-12.

Table 1 Elemental ratio measured by EDS and XPS for NB-3, NB-6, NB-12, and NB-16

Element NB-3/(Atomic fraction, %) NB-6/(Atomic fraction, %) NB-12/(Atomic fraction, %) NB-16/(Atomic fraction, %)

O (EDS) 56.73 61.41 50.28 55.06

Na (EDS) 17.15 8.64 2.99 3.05

Bi (EDS) 26.13 29.96 46.74 41.90

Total: (EDS) 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Atomic ratio: O/Bi (EDS) 2.17 2.05 1.08 1.31

Atomic ratio: O/Bi (XPS) 1.49 1.32 1.31 1.34
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increases with the reaction time, which should be attributed
to the increase of the percentage of BiO2–x in the
composite. Accordingly, BiO2–x (NB-12, NB16, and NB-
21) shows a much higher visible light absorption than other
samples. On the other hand, detailed inspection reveals that
NB-12 has the highest visible light absorption efficiency
(upper panel in Fig. 7(b)), which should be attributed to the
highest oxygen vacancy density in this sample. It has been

reported that the oxygen vacancy could produce a defect
energy level to enhance the light adsorption [43–46].
In the longer wavelength range between 900 and

1200 nm, the light absorption shows a quite different
dependence on the composition (lower panel in Fig. 7(b)).
It is seen that NBH has a better absorption than BiO2–x, and
accordingly, the longer wavelength light absorption
decreases continuously as the amount of BiO2–x increases

Fig. 5 XPS spectra of NB-0, NB-3, NB-6 and NB-12.
(a) Survey scan; (b) high-resolution C 1s; (c) Bi 4f; (d) O 1s.

Fig. 6 High-resolution XPS spectra of NB-12, NB-16, and NB-21.
(a) Bi 4f; (b) O 1s.
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from the NB-1.5 sample. Interestingly, the obvious
enhancement of the light absorption in NB-1.5 or NB-3
as compared with NB-0 could be probably due to the rich
oxygen vacancies in the tiny BiO2–x plates. The concen-
tration of oxygen vacancy will continue to decrease
because of reaction time, which is consistent with the
results of EDS and XPS elements analysis.
The bandgap energies of NB-0 and NB-12 estimated

from the Tauc plots [47] are 2.48 and 1.60 eV, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 7(c). The valance band positions
measured by VB-XPS are 1.86 and 0.82 eV for NB-0
and NB-12 (Fig. 7(d)), respectively. The room-temperature
PL spectra were measured to evaluate the separation
efficiency of the photo-generated electron-hole pairs. In
general, a decrease in the PL intensity indicates a

suppressed electron-hole pair recombination [48]. As
shown in Fig. 7(e), among NB-0, NB-1.5, NB-3, NB-6,
and NB-12, NB-0 and NB-12 show the highest and lowest
PL peak intensity, respectively. This result indicates that
BiO2–x has a much better charge separation property than
the starting material NBH. Consistently, NB-1.5, NB-6,
and NB-3 show a gradually reduced PL peak intensity
(NB-1.5>NB-6>NB-3) as compared with NB-0. The
small vibration in the PL intensity should rise from the
change in the composition ratio and the surface coverage of
the composite. Besides, NB-16 and NB-21(not shown
here) have no obvious difference with NB-12. Hence, the
local electric field intensity of NB-12 to NB-21 is
characterized by the steady-state surface photovoltage
spectroscopy in Fig. 7(f). The highest SPV signal in NB-12

Fig. 7 Optical properties of a series of reaction time dependent samples.
(a) UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectra; (b) Light absorption value at 650 nm and 1100 nm; (c) Tauc plots of (Ahv)2 versus energy (hv) for the bandgap
energy; (d) XPS valance plots; (e) PL spectra; (f) SPV spectra.
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indicates the best charge separation efficiency [49], which
can be attributed to the richer oxygen vacancy content in
this sample. As a result, the photocurrent densities of NB-3
and NB-12 appear 2-fold higher than that of NB-0 and NB-
16 (21), respectively, as shown in Fig. S2 (in ESM).
The performance of all samples was evaluated through

the photocatalytic degradation of anionic dye MO.
Figure 8(a) suggests that NB-0 has the lowest photo-
catalytic performance, with only 40%MO degraded within
120 min. On the other hand, NBH/BiO2–x composites
possess obviously improved degradation efficiency, with
NB-3 showing the best photocatalytic ability. This
observation is consistent with the PL characterization
results shown in Fig. 7(e), indicating that the effective
separation of charge carriers dominates the photocatalytic
efficiency. In addition, the enhanced light absorption
ability induced by BiO2–x in the composite can also
promote the generation of more carriers. Of the three
BiO2–x samples, i.e., NB-12, 16, and 21, NB-12 has the
highest degradation rate, even higher than all other NBH/
BiO2–x composites (Fig. 8(b)). The superior photocatalytic
ability in BiO2–x can be probably attributed to the better
light absorption with the higher photocurrent density and
richer content of oxygen vacancy with a better adsorption
ability. Figure S3 shows the adsorption capacities of NB-0,

NB-3, NB-12, NB-16, and NB-21 to methyl orange in the
equilibrium step under dark. BiO2–x presents a stronger
adsorption ability than NBH, which may be caused by the
charge environment on the surface or a larger specific
surface area. BiO2–x with richer oxygen defects shows a
slightly higher adsorption ability than the other two. The
degradation efficiencies were analyzed in more detail using
quasi-first-order kinetic calculation with

lnðC0=CtÞ ¼ kt,

where k is the quasi-first-order rate constant, C0 is the
equilibrium concentration of MO, and Ct is the concentra-
tion at time t. Interestingly, NB-3 and NB-12 show the two
dominant peaks in the degradation rate as plotted in
Fig. 8(d), consistent with the investigations from PL, SPV,
and photocurrent characterizations.
The above observations suggest that the light absorption

ability, morphology, gradient composition, and the con-
centration of oxygen vacancies should affect the produc-
tion of electrons and holes, exposed active sites, the charge
separation at the hetero-interface, and intrinsic properties,
which in turn determine the photocatalytic performance. In
the NBH/BiO2–x composite, the proper band positions of
NBH and BiO2–x support the transfer of electrons from
BiO2–x to NBH, and the induced holes from NBH to

Fig. 8 Degradation of MO using various samples under light irradiation.
(a) Evolution of concentration of NB-0, NB-1.5, NB-3, NB-5, NB-6; (b) evolution of concentration of NB-7.5, NB-9, NB-12, NB-16, NB-21; (c) kinetic
fit curves of NB-0, NB-1.5, NB-3, NB-5, NB-6, NB-7.5, NB-9, NB-12, NB-16, NB-21; (d) degradation rate value k for NB-0, NB-1.5, NB-3, NB-5, NB-
6, NB-7.5, NB-9, NB-12, NB-16, NB-21.
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BiO2–x (Fig. 9(a)). The NBH conduction band has a more
negative reduction potential than O2/couple, which can
support the generation of O – •

2 or be further converted into
$OH. In addition to the photogenerated holes on the
valence band of BiO2–x, the reactive oxygen radicals could
also support the degradation of methyl orange. As shown
in Fig. 10(a), the scavenger test results of NB-3 prove the
existence and function of reactive oxygen radicals and
holes, in the measurements, the O – •

2 , •OH and h+ species
were captured by using Benzoquinone, isopropyl alcohol
and EDTA-2Na, respectively. Among all NBH/BiO2–x

composites, NB-3 seemed to possess the optimized
morphology and gradient composition, which leads to
more available reaction sites and a more efficient charge
separation. However, in the case of NB-6, as shown in the
SEM image, the NBH sheets are mostly covered by
BiO2–x, hence, the reactive sites on the component of NBH
could not expose to the reactive species, resulting in a bad
photocatalytic performance. After NB-6, both NBH and
BiO2–x are exposed, resulting in the recovery of the
photocatalytic performance. In BiO2–x samples, the surface

oxygen vacancies in BiO2–x could act as catalytic centers
as shown in Fig. 9(b). The photogenerated electrons can be
captured in oxygen vacancy, and participate in the rapid
activation of O2 to O – •

2 [50,51]. Furthermore, the oxygen
vacancy could promote more adsorption of anionic
molecular on the surface of BiO2–x, which also helps in
improving the degradation of MO. The scavenger test
results of NB-12 in Fig. 10(b) also proves the existence and
function of reactive oxygen radicals and holes. However,
in the test of holes, the EDTA-2Na may also be adsorbed
on the surface of the catalyst and block the active sites,
resulting in a huge drop in degradation performance. Both
NB-3 and NB-12 show a good stability as shown in Fig. S4
(in ESM). The recycle experiments show that the
degradation efficiencies remain relatively stable. There is
no obvious change between the XRD patterns of fresh and
used samples. Based on the obtained investigations, the
degradation efficiency and photocurrent decreases with the
decrease of the concentration of oxygen vacancy in BiO2–x.
It can be inferred that BiO2–x formed with different
reaction times should present different photocatalytic

Fig. 9 Mechanism of photocatalytic degradation process.
(a) Purposed charge transfer of NBH/BiO2 –x composite; (b) schematic illustration of rich oxygen vacancy on the surface of BiO2 –x.

Fig. 10 Scavenger tests of samples.
(a) NB-3; (b) NB-12.
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properties, due to the evolution of the oxygen vacancy.
Consequently, to construct a composite system, not only
the fraction and distribution of each component, but also
the property evolution of each component during the
coupling process should be considered. Based on the SEM,
XRD, and XPS characterization results, the phase transi-
tion process based on the structure and reaction time is
manifested in Scheme 1.
Furthermore, to investigate the photocatalytic reduction

abilities of the NB-3 composite and BiO2–x, the measure-
ments of photocatalytic CO2 reduction in a solid/gas
system were conducted. The main product of all the
measurements is CO gas, as shown in Fig. 11, where very
small amount of CH4 can be observed. The performance of
sample NB-3 is higher than that of NBH regarding the CO
production rate, which is consistent with the trend
observed in the degradation test. It could be attributed to
the stronger light absorption ability and efficient separation
of electrons and holes in NB-3. Interestingly, the BiO2–x

(NB-12) shows a poor performance in the photoreduction

of CO2. This should be attributed to the surface of BiO2–x

which is not conducive to the reduction of CO2. Therefore,
for a photocatalyst, the surface activity to different
reactants also directly affects the catalytic performance.
The investigation of surface activity will be performed in
future work.

4 Conclusions

An in situ phase transition process under hydrothermal
reaction is proposed. This process is helpful to analyze the
factors that affect the catalytic performance in a composite.
In the gradient phase transition process from NBH to
BiO2–x, determined by the reaction time, the fraction and
distribution between NBH and BiO2–x in the NBH/BiO2–x

composite directly affect the morphology. A proper
amount of BiO2–x on the surface of NBH could effectively
suppress the electron/hole recombination and increase the
exposed reactive sites for photocatalytic reaction. A fully

Fig. 11 Photocatalytic conversion rates of CO2 to CO and CH4 based on the samples of NBH, NB-3, and NB-12.

Scheme 1 Phase transition process based on the structure and reaction time.
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covered BiO2–x on NaBiO3$2H2O results in a dramatical
decrease of photocatalytic performance, due to the
inhibited reactive sites. An over long hydrothermal process
can result in BiO2–x with a reduced oxygen vacancy, which
degrades the photocatalytic activity. This phenomenon
reveals that the defects in BiO2–x could be affected by the
process of constructing a BiO2–x based composite. This
study presents clear information of the factors that can
affect the photocatalytic performance. It also illustrates that
in addition to selecting gradient materials with suitable
bandgap structures, the composition and morphology, the
evolution of oxygen vacancy content or defect in a
component is also an important factor that should be
optimized to achieve high photocatalytic efficiency.
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